
1 PETER 3:8-13 

Submission Christian to Christian 

Good morning dear friends, again, as you may have noticed, I have replaced the black 

question mark with verse 13 to bound our study for this week.  I feel the subject 

matter supports this contextual boundary as verse 14 initiates a long discussion on 

suffering.  It is interesting that many who have studied this epistle have concluded 

that the teachings on suffering are its primary subjects, and I agree that it is in the 

remaining part of the epistle.  However, it’s my view that Peter is instructing 

Christians how to live holy lives in all of life’s situations, while suffering is just one of 

them.  Recall that Peter began with a detailed description of what a holy life was all 

about and why----the “why” being in vs 1:16, “Be holy for I am holy”.  Prior to that he 

described how we were made holy the moment we believed , and that being one of the 

benefit of ones’ salvation.  Then Peter identified the steps and attitude needed to 

continue that life style focused on the goal of conformity to the “stature of the 

fullness of Christ”(Ephes. 4:13).  Following that, Peter described how Christians 

should conduct themselves in the holy mode of submission as (a) a citizen, (b) an 

employee, (c) a family member, and this week as, (d) a member of the local Body of 

Christ.  So today’s scripture is literally for you and I as worshippers at CPC.  So, 

please  read carefully; this is how you are to deal with me (ha).  Since our scripture for 

today is only 6 verses, I will transcribe them all together and we will then discuss 

them verse-by-verse.  With this format in which you can only see one chart at a time, I 

am counting on each of you to have your bible open so not having to go back and 

forth between charts as we progress.  Again, the transcribed scripture is from the 

NKJV.  



1 PETER 3:8-13 

8 Finally, all of you be of one mind, having compassion for one 

another; love as brothers, be tenderhearted, be courteous, 9 not 

returning evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary 

blessing, knowing that you were called to this, that you may inherit a 

blessing. 10 For    

“He who would love life and see good days,  

let him refrain his tongue from evil,  

and his lips from speaking deceit. 

11 Let him turn away from evil and do good; 

let him seek peace and pursue it. 

12 For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous,  

and His ears are open to their prayers; 

But the face of the Lord is against those who do evil.”  

13 And who is he who will harm you if you become followers of what 

is good? 



1 PETER 3:8-13 
(vs 3:8) 

  Let’s consider the first word, as given in the KJV, NKJV and NIV as “Finally”, but 

in the NAS as “To sum up”.  In my NAS, the reference note does state “or 

Finally” as an alternative.  “Finally” must be the better translation, for even from 

a cursory reading, what follows could not be classified as a summary of what 

had been discussed.  The Greek word is telos and means; end, goal, not 

referenced to time, but the goal reached, the completion of a thing, of what went 

before.* 

    So Peter is ending his exhortation on holy living in normal situations prior to 

     discussing how this applies during times of trial and suffering. 

  Now he is addressing the letter’s recipients in the first person---all of you, treat 

each other in the manner in which true Christians should.  One might suppose 

that Peter would not need to write this to Christians----surely not!  But Peter 

didn’t just get off the turnip truck, he has been dealing with “Christians” for over 

30 years at the time of this writing, and he didn’t even hesitate or apologize.  

Let’s just sit back and review our own experiences in the “church”; in our times 

of ministry, our times of social interactions, in small groups or large,  or just with 

individuals,  yes, in our “clicks”.  Be honest.  Now I’ll ask, “Do you feel that it 

was unnecessary for Peter to remind us of these character traits which one 

should exhibit in our Christian relationships?  They are necessary for me.  

  Well, let’s consider some of these traits in more detail, and, as translated in  our 

various bibles.  This is a good way to develop a better understanding of what the 

author was wanting to say. 

 

        * “Zodhiates Lexical Aids To The New Testament” 

       



1 PETER 3:8-13 

(vs 3:8) con’t 

(b) “having compassion” (KJV, NKJV); “sympathetic” (NAS, NIV) 

(c) “love as brothers” (KJV, NKJV,NIV); “brotherly” (NAS) 

(d) “be tenderhearted (NKJV); “be pitiful” (KJV); “be kindhearted (NAS); “be 

      compassionate” (NIV) 

(e) “be courteous” (KJV, NKJV); “be humble in spirit” (NAS); “be humble” (NIV) 

 Now, which of these do you feel expresses the trait  best----without knowledge of 

the Greek words used?  You consider them while I give  you my views: 

(a) From my perspective, these all seem to express the idea of “unity”, though not 

unanimity, but a sense of “oneness”.  This trait is the chief of the 5 traits listed, 

simply because the other 4 are necessary for this one to result.  The great need 

for it within the Body of Christ is clearly stated in all of these scriptures; 

Rom.12:5, 16; I Cor. 10:17; Gal. 3:8; and Phil. 1:27; 2:1-4.   I feel Paul puts all this 

together in his letter to the church at Philippi;  

 

  

(a) “be of one mind” (KJV, NKJV); “let all be harmonious” (NAS); “live in 

harmony” (NIV) 



1 PETER 3:8-13 
 Phil. 1:27; 2:1-4, “ Only let your conduct be worthy of the gospel of 

Christ, so that whether I come and see you or am absent, I may 

hear of your affairs, that you stand fast in one spirit, with one mind 

striving together for the faith of the gospel.  Therefore if there is 

any consolation in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any fellowship 

of the Spirit, if any affection and mercy, fulfill my joy by being 

likeminded, having the same love, being of one accord, of one 

mind.  Let nothing be done through selfish ambition or vain 

conceit, but in humility consider others better than yourself.  Let 

each of you consider not only your own interest but also the 
interest of others.”   

That is good teaching.  Remember that Paul was a lawyer and as such a good “word 

smith”. 



1 PETER 3:8-13 

Continuing with my views on these traits; 

(b) I feel these are synonymous; that of understanding or even sharing in the feelings 

     of another* 

(c) This is a repeat of 1:22 and 2:17 which speaks of “children of God” and 

      as loving a member of the same family, the family of God.  Jesus said that our 

      love for each other distinguishes us as His disciples (John 13:35). 

(d) The only one that doesn’t work for me today is the 16th century  “pitiful”.  That 

sounds more like what we are than how God wants us to treat other believers. 

(e) I feel “humble in spirit” is a more accurate expression of what God wants of us.  

This phrase is very comparable to the meaning of “the hidden person of the 

heart” as expressed in 3:4.  One can “act” humble without having the spirit of it. 

  

(vs 3:8) con’t 

(vs 3:9) 

 Peter is continuing his exhortation regarding the conduct Christians should 

exercise among other Christians ( and non-believers as well).  The conduct he 

describes here is one of not responding in-kind when wronged, but rather with 

blessing.  The Greek word for blessing is eulogeo, which means to speak well of 

or do good for another.  We get the English word eulogize from it; i.e., saying 

good things about someone at a memorial service.  Again this conduct is so 

important that Jesus gives the same instruction  in Matt. 5:44-45 and Paul does 

also in 3 of his epistles; I Cor. 4:12, Ephes. 4:1-6, and I Thess. 5:15.  In Jesus’ 

teaching He expands on this type of conduct in some very meaningful ways.  

Let’s read His teaching recorded in Matthew’s gospel; 

 * “Webster’s II New Riverside University Dictionary” 



1 PETER 3:8-13 

Matt. 5:44-45, “But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those who 

curse you, do good to those who hate you, and pray for those who 

spitefully use you and persecute you, that you may be sons of your 

Father in heaven;” 
 Here, Jesus brings in one’s enemies and says we are to love them as well as to 

bless them.  WOW!  That is an un-worldly teaching isn’t it; and difficult for the 

Christian as well, but it clearly agrees with the teaching of Peter in our scripture. 

However, a Christian knowing the Bible, may need a couple of points clarified. 

(1) Your are aware of the “and eye for an eye”; part of the Mosaic Law as stated in 

Exo. 21:24, Lev. 24:20  and Deut. 19:21.  This was the law, therefore its purpose 

was to ensure equivalent , and to prevent excessive, judicial punishment for a 

wrong.  It’s purpose was not to be the basis for personal vengeance.  Jesus 

Himself clarified this point in several verses just preceding those state above. 

Matt. 5:38-41, “You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an 

eye and a tooth for a tooth.  But I tell you not to resist an evil 

person.  But whoever slaps you on your right cheek, turn the 

other to him also.  If anyone want to sue you and take away 

your tunic, let him have your cloak also.  And whoever compels 

you to go one mile, go with him two.” 

(2) Relative to “love your enemies”; the Greek here is agape; benevolent love; 

wanting the best for someone; contrasts with phileo; to befriend.  Agape and never 

(vs 3:9) con’t 



1 PETER 3:8-13 
(vs 3:9) con’t 

phileo is used of love for one’s enemy.*  And this is logical both in a secular and a 

biblical sense.  Listen to Paul in Rom. 12:18-21;   

* “Zodhiate’s Lexical Aids To The New Testament” 

“If it be possible, as much as depends on you, live peaceably with all 

men.  Beloved, do not avenge yourselves, but rather give place to 

wrath; for it is written, “Vengeance is Mine, I will repay,” says the 

Lord.  Therefore if your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, 

give him a drink; for in so doing you will heap coals of fire on his 

head.” 

 This is a very informative portion of scripture.  It addresses the issue of 

befriending an enemy ,and, that of not responding in-kind when wronged.  Notice 

for the first issue, one is to do all one can to live peaceably with everyone.  But, 

there are some who are just plainly one’s enemies, and will never be a friend; 

those one should stay away from otherwise you will just have strife.  You can still 

agape them, wanting the best for them; but you are not asked to phileo them; to 

befriend them.   And I like to say the best for them is to learn to be my friend (ha). 

     The second issue again is stating not to try to get revenge, but rather to bless  

     them in the example of food and drink. 

 Here in vs 9, Peter reminds the readers that this response is what believers are   



1 PETER 3:8-13 

(vs 3:9) con’t 

“called” to do, the same statement he made to them in 2:21 regarding persevering 

when having to suffer though doing good.  Being a Christian is not for “sissys”.  Jesus 

said as much in John 16:33; 

“These things I have spoken to you, that in Me you may have peace.  

In the world you will have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have 

overcome the world.” 

 Then Peter closes this part of his exhortation on the conduct Christians should 

exhibit to each other by stating that this conduct will yield blessings from God----

we bless each other, and God blesses us.  I feel that the 3rd verse of this song 

covers this point pretty well; 

“Not a burden we  bear, not a sorrow we share, but our toil He 

doth richly repay; 

Not a grief nor a loss, not a frown nor a cross, but is blessed if 

we trust and obey. 

(Chorus) 

Trust and obey, for there’s no other way, to be happy in Jesus 

but to trust and obey.” * 

* “Trust and Obey” ;John H. Sammis & Daniel B. Towner 

 A good homework assignment is to compare the teachings in 3:8-9 with Rom. 

12:9-21 as parallel scriptures. 



1 PETER 3:8-13 

(vs 3:10-12) 

 Here Peter uses an O.T. scripture from Psa. 3412-16 to explain the blessings that 

can follow by obeying his teachings in vs 3:8-9, as well as the consequences of 

not obeying.  The word “For” at the beginning of vs 3:10 connects vs 3:8-9 with 

Peter’s quote of this Psalm.  The type of blessings mentioned at the end of vs 3:9 

are generalized in vs 3:10 as one enjoying (loving) life “and good days”. 

 David, the author of this psalm, then follows with his instruction regarding the 

conduct required to achieve these blessings.  These instructions consists of 3 

verb (action) phrases;  

(1) “refrain the tongue…and lips”.  Why does the tongue need to be controlled? 

      It’s the most dangerous member of our bodies.  

James 3:6, “And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity.  The 

tongue is so set among our members that it defiles the 

whole body, and sets on fire the course of nature; and it is 

set on fire by hell.” 
    Therefore, one controls it so as not to be the initiator of evil or insults nor  

     one who responds in-kind, as taught in 3:9.  To “refrain” the tongue is an 

      act of the will and requires a right heart (Matt. 12:34)  

(2) “turn away from evil”.  This is the meaning of repentance---to turn away 

     from one’s sin, and, turn to God.  God then leads you to do good which 

     causes others to glorify Him as in 2:12. 



1 PETER 3:8-13 

(vs 3:10-12) con’t 

(3) “seek…and pursue”.  The words “seek” and “pursue” both convey one 

taking action, not just hoping a thing will happen.  In God’s mind, peace must 

be an important state of mind or position since the word and its derivatives 

are used over 470 times in the Bible, so much could be said about it.  

However, I would just like to share one verse with you that combines the 

personal action of refraining the tongue with the overall teachings of 3:8-12.   

Prov. 15:1, “A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh 

word stirs up anger.” 

Remember the “If it be possible, as much as it depends on you” of Rom. 

12:18.  This is an example of something one can do to promote peace with 

someone who is not an established enemy. 

 In vs 12, David implies that when we “refrain, turn away from, seek and pursue”, 

then we can expect the blessings of “good days” in our lives because God is 

watching and listening.  Indeed, the Bible says His very presence is always with 

us in the Person of the Holy Spirit, who is available to lead us and empower us 

to obedience when we ask.  That’s the good news of the gospel.  The bad news 

is that He is also aware of one’s disobedience and turns “His face against” us 

which means that wonderful fellowship of Father-to-child is broken.  Thank you 

God for the promise of 1 John1:9, “If we confess our sins He is faithful 

and just to forgive us our sins and cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness.” 



1 PETER 3:8-13 

(vs 3:13) 

This verse could be, and is considered by some, as the beginning of Peter’s 

teachings on living a holy life while experiencing trials and sufferings.  I chose to 

let it end today’s study allowing its meaning to be “that it is less likely that one 

would harm someone for doing what is un-arguably good”----although, it’s no 

guarantee, as we shall see in our next studies.  Let’s pray: 

 

Father, thank You for these reminders of the conduct You expect from Your 

Children.  We confess that we, as children are weak and prone to wander and 

need these reminders.  Keep us in Your Word to continuously receive them.  

Amen. 

Incidentally, you good people, I really miss the discussions we had during our class 

times, even when you disagreed with me.  I really don’t remember any of those since 

I usually quit listening when someone did (ha).  So I would truly enjoy entertaining 

any questions, discussions about particular understandings of specific verses, 

suggestions, etc.,  and especially from any who are not regulars of the class.   My 

email address is included with our class listing under  “Foundation Classes” each 

Sunday. 

God bless us all, 

David Ash   


